Comparison of SWL and RIRS in lower calyceal stones
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Abstract: Background: The efficacy of extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy (SWL) in kidney stones in the lower calices was compared using retrograde intrarenal surgery (RIRS). Methodology And Materials: Between January 2008 and May 2011, 64 patients (40 male and 24 female) undergoing SWL and 60 patients (38 male 22 female) undergoing flexible URS were analyzed retrospectively, and success rates were compared. Using the Storz Medical Modulith SLK, patients underwent the SWL process prior to the induction of anesthesia. On the other hand, the 8 f Storz flex X2 flexible URS was used for URS after general anesthesia and RIRS. During the RIRS process, stones were crushed using the 0.2 mm diameter holmium: YAG laser probe, and stone fragments larger than 2 mm were extracted. In some cases, double J or ureteral catheters were placed in the ureter. Results: In the 64 patients undergoing SWL with lower caliceal stones, the following ranges were noted: stone diameter: 6-35 mm (mean 15.9 mm), age: 16-72 years (mean , sessions required: 1-4 sessions (mean: 1.6), the number of shots: 1000-7650 (mean: 4124.6), fire intensity: 25-75 (mean: 60). Ten percent of patients required analgesia, and the success rate of the procedure was 87.5%. Hematuria occurred in 65% of patients as a minor complication and in 2%, streinstrasse occurred as a major complication. Inpatients undergoing RIRS, the following ranges were noted: stones size: 7-30 mm in diameter (average 15.2 mm), age: 21-60 years (mean 39.75), duration of operation: 30-85 minutes(mean: 48.8 minutes), respectively. An access sheath was used in all 32 patients. Balloon dilation was performed in 8 patients with distal ureteral stenosis, and a double J catheter was placed in 2 patients because of stenosis in the upper ureter and four weeks later, the stones were treated with fURS. Patients were discharged on an average of 1.2 days (1-3 days). A ureteral laceration was noted in 30% of patients while 75% of patients had hematuria. Partial ureteral avulsion occurred in one patient with an overall success rate of 96.4%. Conclusions: During the treatment of lower caliceal stones, the success and complication rate of RIRS is higher than SWL.
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1. Introduction

The lower calyx has a different significance in the treatment of kidney stones due to its anatomic properties. Undoubtedly, the only option in treatment of lower caliceal stones used to be open surgery prior to the advent of endourologic technology. After the successful use of shock wave lithotripsy (SWL) and percutaneous nephrolithotripsy (PNL) in the treatment of kidney stones in the early 1980s, treatment options for lower calyx stones have become a serious matter of debate (1). Flexible ureterorenoscopy (fURS) was first reported as a prototype by Marshall in 1964 (2). The development of flexible, thinner fURS with a high image quality and a wider operating channel has facilitated easier access to the caliceal system. The efficacy of SWL in the treatment of lower calyx stones has been questioned in recent years (3). When the lower success rate
of SWL in treating lower calyx stones and the morbidity of PNL are considered, RIRS has been applied more frequently in recent years. RIRC has a success rate that is equivalent to minimal morbidity and SWL at lower calyx stones, which are less than one cm. At lower calyx stones up to 2 cm, a higher success rate than SWL is noted (4).

2. Materials and Methods

We retrospectively reviewed the medical records and radiologic films of 124 patients who underwent RIRS and SWL for the treatment of renal calculi from January 2008 and May 2011. Preoperative imaging studies, including abdominal plain x-rays, intravenous pyelograms, or abdominal computed tomography (CT), were evaluated for characteristics of renal stones, including laterality, location, number, size, and radio-opacity. Patients undergoing RIRS were analyzed retrospectively, and the success rates of events were compared. The Storz Medical Modulith SLK was used to perform SWL on any patient prior to analgesia and anesthesia procedure. However, URS was performed with a 8 f Storz flex x2 flexible URS, with all surgery being performed with the patient in the dorsal lithotomy position under general anesthesia. A safety hydrophilic guide wire was positioned in the upper urinary tract using an 8/8.9 Fr. semi-rigid ureteroscopy, and retrograde pyelography by fluoroscopy with contrast dye was performed to identify urinary stones and delineate urinary tract anatomy. Except in cases of renal stones, which could be accessed byuse of a semi-rigid ureteroscopy only, a flexible ureteroscopy access sheath was placed based on the surgeon’s preference. During the RIRS process, stone fragmentation was performed with a Holmium-YAG laser using a 200 or 365 µ fiber. Fragmented stones were extracted with a stone basket or irrigation. In some cases, double J or ureteral catheters were placed in the ureter. A double J ureteral stent was routinely placed at the end of each procedure in all patients and was removed 2 weeks later on an outpatient basis.

The diameters of stones were between 7-20 mm (average 12mm). SWL was contraindicated in pregnant patients, patients with active urinary tract infections, and in patients with a serious deterioration of kidney function. SWL and RIRS were indicated in patients with existing symptoms (pain, urinary obstruction), stones bigger than 6mm with inability to pass urine. Drugs such as aspirin, warfarine natrium and clopidogrel were not discontinued. Instead, these patients received shocks with number of less than 1500 and intensity less than 50. The diagnosis was confirmed with ultrasound, IVP(intravenous pyelogram) and CT scan. CBC, full blood biochemistry, complete urinalysis and urine cultures were obtained prior to SWL and RIRS. No, spinal or epidural anaesthesia, sedation or narcotic analgesics were used. Intramuscular diclofenac sodium was administered when the pain score was 5 out of 10 or more. In cases of persistent pain, Tramadol HCl 2mg /kg was administered intravenously. In order to facilitate efficiency and safe application, ultrasonic focusing was used in this device which has abilities of both, ultrasonic and x-ray focusing. Patients were then rescheduled for follow up at the10th, 20th and 30th days, and the 3rd month after the procedure. At the follow up visits, all patients underwent both urinary x-rays and ultrasound. An interval period of 10 days between sequences was scheduled. All patients received recommendations regarding prescription drugs (analgesics, antiseptics), fluid intake, necessary bed position and sports activities were also recommended.

3. Results

In the 64 patients undergoing SWL with lower caliceal stones, the stone diameter was 6-35 mm (mean 15.9 mm), the patient ages ranged from 16-72 years (mean 44.9), the total number of sessions required was1-4 (mean: 1.6), the number of shots was 1000-7650 (mean: 4124.6) and the fire intensity was 25-75 (mean: 60).Ten percent of patients required analgesia and the success rate of the procedure was 87.5%. Hematuria occurred in 65% as a minor complication and in 2%, steinstrasse occurred as a major complication. Of these patients, 36 had a right kidney stone and underwent SWL in the prone position. The rest had a left kidney stone and 15 patients without a superimposed stone at the 12th ribender went the procedure in the prone position. Five patients with the above-mentioned superimposition underwent the procedure in a one-sided prone position, and 10 patients underwent the procedure in the supine position. A1-4 sequence of SWL (average 2) applied to all cases. The number of shocks for every sequence was 1000-7650 (average 4124.6), and the intensity of shocks was between 45-75 kV. (average 60).On CT and US after 3 months in all patients (64 patients, who underwent SWL and 3 patients who underwent RIRS first without success and then underwent SWL), a residual stone was detected in 11 patients (16.4%). Thus, the total success rate was determined to be 83.5%.

Inpatients undergoing RIRS, the stones were between 7-30 mm in diameter (average 15.2 mm), the patient ages ranged from 21-60 years (mean 39.75), the duration of the operation was an average of 48.8 minutes (30-85 minutes) respectively. An access sheath was used in 32 patients, and balloon dilation was performed in 8 patients with distal ureteral stenosis. A double J catheter was placed in 7 patients because of stenosis in the upper ureter, and four weeks later, the stones were treated in 4 patients who underwent RIRS and in 3 patients who underwent SWL. Patients were discharged on an average of 1.2 days (1-3 days). In 30%(18) of patients, a ureteral laceration was noted, and in 75%(45) of patients, hematuria occurred as minor complication. Partial ureteral avulsion occurred in one patient. Thus the overall success rate was 96.4%. A double J catheter was placed in 15 patients, and a ureteral catheter was placed in 38 patients. Three of 22 patients in whom a double J catheter was placed, experienced significant catheter-related pain. Follow up, USG and CT of
patients 3 months following the RIRS showed the presence of a residual stone in 6 patients (10%).

4. Discussion

SWL is a remarkable advancement in the treatment of urinary stones and has been regarded as the standard treatment for most patients since then. It is a very effective treatment with a 90%-success-rate in the extraction of renal pelvis-placed stones. However, the lower success rate of SWL in removing lower calyceal stones requires that alternative strategies be considered for those stones.

While the 2012 EAU guideline proposes that SWL be the first option for the treatment of middle calyx, upper calyx and renal pelvis stones up to 2 cm in size, it evaluates the treatment of lower calyx stones and proposes the critical stone size as below 1.5 cm for SWL, unlike other renal stones.

Furthermore, in presence of pregnancy, bleeding diathesis, aortic or renal arterial aneurysm, close to the region treated and in uncontrollable urinary infections, SWL is contraindicated. Additionally, clinical factors (body mass index, skin-stone distance) and patient choice play a significant part in determining the treatment. After fURS and Laser energy have been discovered, a new breakthrough has been made in treatment of kidney stones(5). On one hand, RIRS devices are made such that they have a smaller outside diameter (6,75 – 9 Fr) and a wider operating channel (3,6 – 4 Fr) such that more dual deflection can be obtained. On the other hand, the access cover, holders, expanders, guide wires, and catheters have evolved in compliance with those devices (6). The Holmium YAG laser, which has been in fashion in endoscopic stone surgery since the early 1990s, has a 2100 nm-wavelength and its tissue penetration is 0.4 mm. The energy is transmitted through quartz fibers; it fragments the stone via a photo thermal effect by turning into thermal energy at the surface of the stone at a higher dose and frequency (15W-10 Hz) while cutting the stone at lower power and frequency (6-9).

The definite indications for RIRS include a bleeding diathesis, anatomic disorders, obesity and stones for which PCNL, SWL and medical treatment are ineffective.

The operation-specific complications include in or complications (approximately 5%-13.5%), such as inability to reach the stone, a residual stone, fever, pain, urinary infection, temporary hematuria, acute urinary retention, ureteral and pelvicicalcific epithelial abrasion, minimal extravasation and major complications (approximately 5%) such as obstructive pyelonephritis, streinstrasse, subcapsular hematoma, perforation, fornix tear, urinoma, avulsion (0.06% - 0.45%), bleeding requiring transfusion, bacteremia, urosepsis. Through technological progress and diameter declines on RIRS, complications like avulsion have decreased and dropped to 1.5% (10-13). The probability of a ureteral stricture may be decreased by placing a double – j stent(14). Today, more than 90% of patients are discharged within the first 24 hours after treatment (10). The rate of patients who stay in the hospital is 4.9% and is nearly equal to the complication rate(7). In a study comparing PCNL and RIRS, the duration of stay at a hospital is 60 ± 28.8 and 26.5 ± 10.6 hours (15).

When the success rates of lower calyx stones in the literature are considered, since there is no standardization in terms of stone load, fragmentation, SFR, duration, diagnostic tool of choice, and definition, the results of the studies cannot be compared with each other. In general, the results are a bit higher than SWL, and a bit lower than in the other renal locations. In a well-organized study (9), which is primary for the RIRS treatment of lower calyx stones, single-session fURS fragmentation results in 3 groups of stones, classified as <10, 10-20 and >20 mm were 94%, 95% and 45% respectively. When a 2nd session treatment was applied to the last group, the fragmentation rate reached 82% and became 91% over all the reachable ones; when the non-stone (stonelessness) rates in 3rd month were examined, it was 82%, 71% and 65% (16). In a study (16), in which the anatomically different properties of the lower calyx group including infundibular length, and its subpolar anatomic properties were discussed in 1998 are emphasized (17,18). The fact that the infundibulopelvic angle is bigger than 70 degree, its length is bigger than 3 cm and its width is smaller than 5 mm are all important parameters for SWL. However, even if fURS is said to affect treatment, the paper mentions that this does not reach statistically significant difference in terms of results (17,18).

It is said in a new study that unlike both these groups, the angle has a significant effect on the non-stone (stonefree) rates in fURS, and that the effect of other parameters is identical (19). In a study by El-Nahas in 2012, 37 SWL and 62 fURS patients are compared in terms of treatment of subpolar stones with 10 – 20 mm diameter. The non-stone (stonefree) rates were found to be 67.7% and 86.5% respectively, and the difference was statistically significant (9). In this study, the patients whose stones could not be broken through SWL or fURS were treated with PCNL, and patients who underwent SWL, with clinically significant residual stones were treated with fURS, and patients who underwent fURS were treated with SWL. Another study compared PCNL and fURS in terms of treatment of 15 – 20 mm lower calyx stones and found the success in a single-session treatment to be 98.2% and 89.2% respectively; this rate increased after repeating rigid and flexible treatments/interventions in 2 patients and was proposed as an alternative to PCNL in some cases with acceptable morbidity rates (20).

When the literature data are reviewed, in lower calyx stones, the success of fURS is 82-100% in stones under 1 cm, 62 – 87.5% in 1 – 2 cm stones, while the success rate of SWL success is 21 – 80% on the whole, is 59-60% in the >1 cm group and is 60-80% in <1 cm group (21-26). However, this success rate decreases as the stone diameter increases; thus it seems nearly impossible to obtain stonelessness through a single-session in stones bigger than...
Hence, a 2-cm diameter can be accepted as the limit for fURS (27).

The success rates in literature, as well as the lower SWL success rate high PCNL morbidity, show that URS can be a significant alternative in the group with 1-2 cm stones. Prospective studies may be designed on whether lower calyx stones smaller than 1 cm which do not present clinically or disrupt the kidney functions need to be treated.

In this current study, the results of 2 different methods in treating lower calyx stones for SWL and fURS are examined. Treatment options for lower calyx stones and their results are discussed. The success of SWL at stones of this group is lower than in the other renal locations due to the fact that the fragmented parts are not thrown easily through gravity-directed movement. In unfavorable caliceal anatomic cases, the rate of stonelessness following fURS is lower. Stone load is another important factor which affects the success of fURS negatively.

In our study, as of January of 2008, the 41-month patient records, pre-treatment and post-treatment images and process/transaction notes are recorded separately for each patient. As is the case with other stone treatments, we process/transaction notes are recorded separately for each patient. As is the case with other stone treatments, we process/transaction notes are recorded separately for each patient.

In conclusion, the duration of stay at the hospital, the usage rate of access covers, the rate of placement of a double J catheter and its indications are in compliance with the literature. Minor complication rates may have been lower if we did not account for temporary hematuria and minimal abrasions also as complications. Except 1 avulsion, no major complications were noted. Through advancement of the technique, tools and experience, both SWL and fURS are considered as treatment options for lower calyx stones which can be used prior to PCNL, the morbidity and operation duration of which is greater.
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